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Manuscript preparation

Type the article in double space (including references) using 12 point font with at least one inch margin on all sides. Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts submitted to Biomedical Journals should be consulted before submission of the manuscript (http://www.icmje.org). All articles should mention how human and animal ethical aspects of the study have been addressed. When reporting experiment on human subjects indicate whether the procedures followed were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration (http://www.wma.net). Guidelines for preparation of manuscripts for various sections of WHO SEAJPH are available on website (http://www.searo.who.int/who-seajph).

Title page

This should contain the title of the manuscript (not more than 150 characters including spaces), the name of all authors (first name, middle initials, and surname), a short title (not more than 40 characters including spaces), name(s) of the institution(s) where the work has been carried out, and the address of the corresponding author including telephone, fax and e-mail. One of the authors should be identified as the corresponding author and guarantor of the paper who will take responsibility of the article as a whole. Briefly mention the contribution of each author in a multi-author article. Also mention conflict of interest, the source of support in the form of grants, equipment, drugs etc. Word count of the abstract and main text, number of references, figures and table should also be mentioned on the bottom of title page.
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Only original references should be included. Signed permission is required for use of data from persons cited in personal communication, AND is required even if the data are available in the National Library of Medicine should be followed (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html). References should be numbered and listed consecutively in the order in which they are first cited in the text and should be identified in the text, tables and legends by Arabic numerals as superscripts. The full list of references placed at the end of the paper should include surnames and initials of all authors up to six (if more than six, only the first six are given followed by et al.); the title of the paper, the journal title abbreviation according to the style of Index Medicus, year of publication; volume number; first and last page number. Reference of books should give the surnames and initials of the authors, book title, place of publication, publisher and year; citation of chapters in a multiple author book should include the surname and initials of the authors, chapter title, and names and initials of editors, book title, place of publication, publisher and year and first and last page numbers of the chapter. For citing website references, mention author surname and initials, title of the article, the website address, and the date on which website was accessed.

Tables and figures

The tables/figures must be self explanatory and must not duplicate information in the text. Each table and figure must have a title and should be numbered with Arabic numerals. Each table should be typed in double space on a separate sheet of paper. Figures should be of the highest quality, i.e. glossy photographs or drawn by artist or prepared using standard computer software. A descriptive legend must accompany each figure which should define all abbreviations used. All tables and figures should be cited in the text.